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Abstract

Text documents, in electronic and hardcopy forms, are and
will probably remain the most widely used kind of content
in our digital age. The goal of this paper is to overview
protocols for text data-hiding based “smart documents”,
achieving document self-authentication, self-recovery, self-
annotation and automatic processing. We argue that doc-
ument security, recovery and embedded annotation are the
most promising data-hiding based frameworks.

1. Introduction
Numerous watermarking or data-hiding methods have been
developed for images, video, and audio, most of them tar-
geting copyright protection and tracking applications [4, 8].
Today, protecting also textual content and hardcopy docu-
ments has clearly become an issue of the highest impor-
tance; specific schemes have been developed for text data-
hiding. One popular class of text data-hiding consists of
the modulation of graphical features of characters, lines, or
words [1], etc. The second major class of algorithms con-
sists of semantic or syntactic based approaches, which re-
place words or sentences by semantic equivalents or syn-
onyms, or exploit punctuation ambiguities, like the scheme
of Purdue university team [2]. Other approaches address
mostly hardcopies by interacting with printer characteris-
tics (like the halftoning process), or by adding features to
an already printed paper in a two-stages action such as ad-
ditional tiny invisible dots [6].

Beside this, there is today an increasing demand for doc-
ument annotation and automatic processing, including tex-
tual content in both digital and printed forms, mostly for se-
curity related applications. Therefore, self-sufficient meta-
data embedded into the content as hidden data appears as
an elegant solution for automatic document processing. The
hidden data can then be resilient to format transcoding and
digital/analog (D/A) conversion (oppositely to header-based
annotations), allowing content-aware processing through
any digital or analogue distribution channel. This leads to

the concept of intelligent media or smart document contain-
ing all the necessary meta-data for automatic processing.

This paper discusses the protocols needed for data-
hiding based text document security and automatic process-
ing. Section 2 defines a generic text document data-hiding
architecture suitable for these protocols. Then Section 3
discusses its robustness to media conversion. Section 4
presents a protocol for document identification, authentica-
tion, and integrity check with localization, which is robust
against hidden-data copy; self-embedding based document
recovery is also briefly introduced.

2. Text document data-hiding
Watermarking and data-hiding consist of embedding some
information, called message and usually key-dependent,
into a host content and in an imperceptible manner (per-
ceptual masking). The described concepts below are based
on data-hiding, meaning that message of a certain length
(i.e. multibit message) is embedded, and eventually needs
to be extracted and decoded; oppositely, the more restrictive
concept of watermarking refers only to the detection of the
fact that the content was marked with a given key.

2.1. Text data-hiding
We propose for the following to use graphical features mod-
ulation based text data-hiding scheme, which encodes the
data into one or several features of individual characters
or groups of characters, without changing the textual con-
tent itself. Examples of such features are character shifting,
width, height, orientation, font, darkness, inter-character,
inter-word or inter-line spacing, etc., or a combination of
some of them. Modulation is kept small to ensure percep-
tual masking when the document is displayed or printed. If
hardcopy documents are targeted, features and kind of mod-
ulation should be chosen in order to survive through print-
ing (e.g. using inkjet or laser printers), as well as rescan-
ning, at typical resolutions starting from 600 dpi. Although
usual text documents have a two-dimensional (2D) visual
structure, the hidden data consists in a one-dimensional
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Figure 1: Protocol for document data-hiding: embedding.

(1D) sequence accordingly to the logical sequence of char-
acters, lines, paragraphs, and pages. Graphic features mod-
ulation is the most suitable approach for the protocols be-
low, first for its portability to any document representation,
and secondly for its preservation on the textual content.

2.2. Document data-hiding protocol
The data-hiding protocol at the document level is illustrated
in block-diagrams Figures 1 (embedding) and 2 (extrac-
tion and decoding). For the embedding stage (Figure 1),
the message m is encrypted, encoded, potentially using er-
ror correcting codes (ECC), from encryption and encod-
ing key(s) kenc. An auxiliary known pilot or reference se-
quence can also be interleaved with the message sequence
to help the compensation of distortions at the decoding
stage. We then obtain the sequence w. The source (cover)
document is available in structured electronic format, that is
is represented in a character-oriented encoding as generated
by edition/publication tools – like Microsoft Word (DOC),
Adobe Acrobat (PDF), PostScript (PS), LaTeX, Rich Text
Format (RTF), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), eX-
tensible Markup Language (XML), etc. It is then parsed
in order to isolate its text components xtext from the other
components xnon−text (like graphics, images, or even in-
visible elements). Individual characters are selected in xtext
in their logical order and their features are modulated ac-
cordingly to w, resulting into the marked text components
ytext. Then the document is recomposed from marked ytext
and non modified xnon−text, keeping the original document
structure and resulting into the marked (stego) document y

in electronic format; the latter can be either used in elec-
tronic form, or printed as y̆.

For the extraction process (Figure 2), the possibly at-
tacked and distorted hardcopy v̆ is acquired (scanned) as
the document image v. Then it is potentially prefiltered,
and a document image segmentation takes place in order
to extract its text components vtext. State-of-the-art docu-
ment segmentation techniques are described in [7]. Individ-
ual characters are segmented from vtext and the sequence
of modulated features is estimated as ŵ. If in structured
electronic form, the document v is parsed accordingly to its
format as for the embedding process. Then, after channel
state compensation and resynchronization based on the ref-
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Figure 2: Protocol for document data-hiding: extraction.

erence sequence it contains, the sequence ŵ is decoded and
decrypted using decoding/decryption key(s) kdec, resulting
into the estimated message m̂.

3. Robustness to media conversion
A text data-hiding scheme is resilient to media conversion
if the hidden data contained in the text “follows” the doc-
ument in any of its representations, including D/A conver-
sion, various structured electronic formats, and even resists
lossy compression. This implies embedding and extraction
methods resilient to format conversion, and a certain level
of robustness with respect to the printing/rescanning chan-
nel and other distortions.

3.1. Robustness and D/A conversion
Similarly to image data-hiding, robustness refers to the reli-
able communication of the hidden data under various kinds
of intentional and non-intentional distortions or attacks, like
signal processing attacks (filtering, noise addition, etc.), or
desynchronization (geometrical distortions). For copyright
protection and tracking applications, it is essential that the
hidden data can be detected and decoded even after severe
attacks in order to efficiently trace unauthorized copying
or use. However, making features modulation based text
data-hiding robust against intentional text reformatting and
regeneration is still today a challenge: modulated features
can easily be stripped-off from electronic documents, and
an optical character recognition (OCR) tool does the same
for printed documents.

On the other hand, identification, authentication and in-
tegrity check applications do not require a highly robust
data-hiding algorithm, since the removal of the embedded
data allows us to detect a security problem; in that case,
the goal of an attacker would be to generate or re-generate
some hidden data which wrongly identifies or validates a
faked document. By analogy with the image data-hiding
schemes, we refer to the concepts of fragile and semi-fragile
data-hiding [5], in the sense that if the hidden data is al-
tered, then an unauthorized modification can be detected.
A fragile scheme, intolerant to any modification, would ad-
dress electronic documents only, while a semi-fragile sys-
tem is robust against some non-intentional attacks – in par-
ticular D/A conversion in order to mark hardcopy docu-



ments. Authentication and integrity check protocol is dis-
cussed in Section 4. The same considerations stand for non-
security applications where the hidden data only provides
some added-value to the content (e.g. for document em-
bedded annotation or automatic processing), since the re-
moval of hidden data is here of no interest. The needed
semi-fragility can be achieved for printed documents by the
use of proper ECC as well as channel state compensation
and resynchronization of w as mentioned previously.

3.2. Resilience to format conversion
Features, which are common to most existing electronic text
document formats, should be choosen allowing the hidden
data to be attached to the document when stored in the elec-
tronic form. This is usually not a problem for features (char-
acters fonts, shifts, etc.) for many usual formats (DOC, PS,
PDF, etc.) mentioned in Section 2 1. Since it is not practical
to design a document parser for every different format, a so-
lution is to implement a parser for one or two “generic” for-
mats (such as DOC or PS), and to rely on the widely avail-
able format conversion facilities for other formats. Con-
cerning hardcopies, one of the numerous existing document
image segmentation algorithms can be used depending on
the targeted application and on the apriori knowledge of the
document layout [7]. The correct segmentation of individ-
ual characters is essential in order to estimate their features;
however the recognition of characters themselves are not
necessary, then no OCR is needed – an advantage in term of
computational complexity.

3.3. Hidden data resynchronization
A first source of desynchronization, similarly to the im-
age data-hiding, consists of geometrical distortions which
typically occure for printed document when rescanned:
slight rotation, or different resolutions resulting into dif-
ferent document image scales. Electronic versions how-
ever are not concerned by such geometrical distortions. A
second source of desynchronization, more specific to text
documents, can result from document or characters miss-
segmentation: missed text areas, two characters wrongly
taken as a single one, skipped characters, or inserted out-
liers. The result at the decoder consists of symbol deletions
or insertions giving 1D shifts of parts of sequence ŵ. Elec-
tronic versions can also be affected by insertion or deletion
if modified using a text edition/publication tool. A two-
levels resynchronization can compensate for these distor-
tions at the decoder side: first, it is essential that both elec-
tronic format parsing and printed version segmentation re-
sult into the same components in the same logical order; ori-
entation compensation (document deskewing) can be done

1Note that simple electronic ASCII text is more difficult to modulate,
since it offers almost no manipulable graphic features – except the addition
of extra space characters between words or lines.
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Figure 3: Authentication and tamper proofing: embedding.

using the natural properties of structured text with paral-
lel lines, based on Fourier transform magnitude or Hough
transform. Secondly, sequence ŵ resynchronization and re-
ordering can be made using cross-correlation with the em-
bedded reference sequence.

4. Identification, authentication and
tamper proofing

4.1. Document identification
Here is proposed a protocol for integrated document iden-
tification, authentication, and integrity check with local-
ization or tamper proofing. Document identification (ID)
can be achieved by embedding unique data which identifies
the nature and the origin of the document, such as: author
name, system where it was created, authority identifier, date
and time of creation (timestamp), etc. The environment
where the document is created or modified is considered
here to be a trusted environment.

4.2. Authentication and tamper proofing
However embedding such document ID information is un-
secure by itself. First, the hidden data is vulnerable to the
copy attack, a protocol attack which estimates the modu-
lated features from a protected document (without knowing
the key) and remodulates another document identically –
thus copying the document ID information into another doc-
ument, thus creating an ambiguity. Therefore the document
should be authenticated at the same time using content-
dependent data, such as a hash code or a digital signa-
ture of the textual content and of the ID information. Sec-
ondly, tamper proofing (with localization capability) can be
achieved by authenticating the text by parts or blocks. This
means that a local modification of the textual content can
be detected with the resolution of one block, i.e. one word,
one or several line(s), one paragraph, etc., depending on the
embedding rate of the data-hiding algorithm.

Typically (Figure 3) in the i-th block xtext,i is embedded
the signature hi = hkenc

(xtext,i;xtext,σ(i); ...) using key
kenc, where σ(i) represents the neighbouring blocks (e.g.
σ(i) = {i− 1, i+ 1}), and the “...” additional data such as
document ID information and previous signatures. For the
verification (Figure 4), recomputed signatures from the pos-
sibly distorted text block h̃i = hkdec

(vtext,i;vtext,σ(i); ...)
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Figure 5: Text document self-embedding.

is compared with the extracted one ĥi in order to detect
block modification 2. Signing key kenc should be known
only by the trusted authority allowed to produce “valid”
documents. Verification kdec with kdec = kenc is also se-
cret in symmetric protocols; but the most useful protocol
is the asymmetric one with kdec 6= kenc, private kenc and
public kdec, allowing everyone to control the document au-
thenticity. Moreover, it is shown that some measures are
mandatory to make tamper proofing secure against mali-
cious partial document substitution, composition, and cryp-
tographic attacks [3]. Main measures consist of: including
a unique ID or timestamp into the payload – here the doc-
ument ID information; chaining neighbouring blocks and
previous signatures as mentioned; and using undeterminis-
tic signatures.

4.3. Data-hiding based content recovery
If the data-hiding scheme achieves sufficient rate, document
content recovery is possible based on self-embedding. It
is illustrated in Figure 5: a losslessly compressed version
of the j-th text content part xj (potentially different from
blocks used for tamper proofing), µ(xj), is embedded in the
same part resulting into yj . Lossless text compression with
high compression factors can be used, such as the Lempel-
Ziv (LZ) algorithm. When used jointly with authentication
and tamper proofing, the protocol can not only detect local
alteration, but also restore the original parts.

5. Conclusions
We presented generic text data-hiding based protocols for
documents, in both electronic format and hardcopy form.

2Note that for automatic verification of printed documents, an OCR is
required at the decoder for recomputing text signatures.

The presented protocols are suitable for document authen-
tication and tamper proofing, content self-recovery, and au-
tomatic document processing. Applications can be among
others authentication documents (such as passports and ID
cards), payment documents, contracts, letters, and technical
reports. They provide cheap and convenient solutions for
many practical scenarios, requiring only standard printers
and scanners. Moreover these frameworks can be integrated
directly into common text document editing/publication
tools.
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